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Abstract. During materiel development, limitations of soldiers and their inter‐
actions with tasks and equipment are often inadequately considered until after
product development. This can result in poor requirements generation and thus
inadequate specifications [1]. These flaws have produced the largest cost driver
in acquisition programs: performance requirement changes [2]. The Army has
begun work to incorporate the human dimension into future materiel development
of both equipment and training systems. Modeling and Simulation (M&S) have
been viewed as ways to train soldiers and to predict performance before money
has been invested in creating and fielding new products. The success of early
M&S in reducing cost hinges on understanding how the human, task, and equip‐
ment work together and impact each other. In addition, their relationship must be
linked to cognitive aspects of performance, especially under high arousal condi‐
tions. The Army currently lacks a way to describe these relationships. The goal
of this project is to create a methodology to define the data needed to describe the
relationship between levels of stress or arousal and soldier performance using a
live training event. The methodology should provide the training and modeling
communities with information on gaps in their technologies that prevent effective
training or accurate predictive analysis through modeling efforts. The method‐
ology will also help define measures of performance needed to assess training
and correctly model performance.
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1 Introduction

In 2013, the Honorable Heidi Shyu, United States Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology), signed a memorandum emphasizing the need
for early involvement within the Department of Defense acquisition process of the
Army’s formal Human Systems Integration (HSI) program [3]. She also emphasized a
Systems Engineering approach and an analytical decision based model to conduct trade
off analysis to make better informed decisions [4]. This sentiment was echoed by General
Walker, who stated the need for the Human Dimension (HD) community and material
solutions communities to intersect [4]. In addition The US Army Human Dimension
Concept’s [5] number one “Key Required Capability” states: “Future Army organizations
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require the capability to integrate and synchronize Human Dimension initiatives (training
and education, science and technology, medical, and personnel policies, programs, and
initiatives) to ensure they are effective and efficient in providing adaptable, trained, and
resilient forces that meet the Army’s challenges in the future operational environment.”
It also stated “it is critical that individuals and units understand how stress affects their
performance.”

According to 2015 Executive Order [6], the term Human Dimension was defined as
“the cognitive, physical, and social components of Soldier, Army Civilian, leader, and
organizational development and performance essential to raise, prepare, and employ the
Army in Unified Land Operations.” The cognitive component was defined as “States,
traits, and processes that make up the subjective experience, and include typical ways
of problem solving, framing events in life, intelligence, and emotional self-regulation.”
The Physical component was defined as: “Traditional aspects of physical fitness and
holistic health and fitness, with an approach that considers the mental and medical
contributions to physical performance.” The Social Component was defined as:
“Elements that allow an Army professional to serve the nation honorably.” Cognitive
Dominance, now Agile and Adaptive Leaders, was defined as: “Optimizing cognitive,
physical, and social strength to achieve advantage over a situation or adversary.”

This project was created to address some of these issues. Until recently, human
capabilities requirements were based on the performance of the system. The cognitive
processes underlying the performance were not addressed. For example, a marksman
would use a weapon to shoot a number of targets. The performance would be recorded.
The cognitive process behind how to shoot a weapon effectively and do it in dynamic,
stressful situations was not addressed. Thus there is a gap between shooting in a
controlled situation and shooting in combat. Some models have attempted to address
some of the cognitive processes.

2 Modeling Tools

The Improved Performance Research Integration Tool (IMPRINT) is a human perform‐
ance modeling and cognitive workload prediction tool and used by human factors prac‐
titioners to assess and compare system designs and their effects on operator performance.
An IMPRINT model is based on a detailed representation of the mission in the form of
a task network containing the tasks that soldiers are likely to perform using system
capabilities according to conceptual system designs. The task network enumerates the
tasks performed and are connected according to the order in which tasks are performed
in the field, and can represent concurrently-executed tasks. Each task is then annotated
with a time of execution or probability distribution of execution times, values for the
workload incurred while performing the task, and other information. Alternative designs
are often built into the IMPRINT models reflecting independent variables of an exper‐
imental design. These alternatives can be modifications to equipment used by the soldier,
reflected in task properties, or allocations of tasks to operators, reflected in changes to
the task network or operator assignments. The result is a functional simulation of
different experimental conditions that produce predictive performance data [7].
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IMPRINT allows analysts to predict quantitative performance metrics including
execution time and cumulative and resource-specific workload values during task
execution. While the IMPRINT stressor parameters allow the analyst to specify certain
conditions such as heat, cold, or noise, which can affect the output metrics, no option is
currently built into IMPRINT to account for a holistic stress level experience under high-
arousal contexts and adjust the predicted values. However, the tool does include a
flexible plug-in architecture that allows for the adjustment of predicted values, which
could be calculated based on an independent model of stress effects on performance [7].

3 Existing Methodology

In order to better predict how design changes may impact the performance of a soldier
in a stressful situation, the relationship between Soldier, Task, and Equipment must be
better defined. This paper provides an update on the progress and testing of a method‐
ology for illuminating this relationship. The components needed to create this method‐
ology are: (1) a way to relate Soldier, Task, and Equipment; (2) a way to quantitatively
measure stress in a way that allows it to be related to performance metrics; and (3) an
augmented training event to provide empirical data to combine the first two components.

The Systematic Team Assessment of Readiness and Training (START) was chosen
as a baseline method for relating Soldier, Task, and Equipment. The Naval Aviation
community faced similar issues while assessing simulation tools within the training
community several years ago [8] when budget cuts forced the Navy to look for alterna‐
tives to live training. Simulation was an option but presented its own set of challenges.
The requirements generation strategy created a never-ending list of changes as problems
were discovered. Previous efforts to correct these issues had focused on the scenarios
or use-cases aviators might encounter. Even that approach led to capability gaps and
dissatisfaction with the training devices because a user centered understanding of the
tasks making up the scenario was not developed. The way that the aviators interacted
with the task and their own equipment was not well understood. The training devices
didn’t correctly represent important aspects of the real world cues needed by the end
users to do their tasks [9]. In general, the acquisition and systems engineering commun‐
ities have focused on technical problems while largely ignoring the front end analysis
needed for the soldier [10].

The [8] goal in developing START was to create a framework that linked require‐
ments to the Mission Essential Task (MET) list by way of the attributes required to
perform the task and create more representative Measures of Performance (MoPs). Tasks
were things that people do while attributes were the system sensory cues that initiate
and affect task performance [11]. Soldier Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) were used to
rate the tasks’ and attributes’ importance to performing the mission [8]. The ratings were
combined to produce descriptions of fidelity and a rating of importance that could be
used by Systems Engineers (SEs) to update simulators for training. The attributes led to
increased realism in the simulators and increased training effectiveness [11]. Aviators
were able to receive training and readiness credit for flight times after recommended
upgrades were made to the simulators. This process was so successful at allowing human
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behavior specialists to identify gaps and define recommendations to other disciplines
(particularly SEs) in an understandable and meaningful way that it has been used and
modified by several other groups.

The START tool can also be modified to address both testing and training require‐
ments for United States Marine Corp (USMC) systems [12]. By working with human
behavioral specialists, budget analysts and SEs, it is possible to locate the gaps in several
training systems and demonstrate the cost effectiveness of various upgrades to their
training system.

While the Army recognizes the need to incorporate the Human Dimension and best
practices of human behavior specialists into design work of the systems engineers, there
is no framework to help them understand how to incorporate the human into their work
early in the process. A framework must be developed that users across the Army can
leverage and modify for their own needs. Understanding the tasks soldiers complete and
how they complete them under stressful conditions is an appropriate starting point.
Whether the goal is to design a training system, test new equipment, or correctly model
the impact of various changes to the system, the task the human is doing must be well-
understood in terms of what the human uses to do it. In addition, to model particular
aspects of dismounted infantry, the impact of stress and resilience on performance must
be studied.

4 Adapted Methodology

This effort proposes to modify the START process to create a methodology and analysis
tool that can be leveraged by many practitioners to ensure the Human Dimension is
incorporated into their work. To meet these goals and assess the ability to modify the
START methodology to a modeling domain, we chose a use-case from an ongoing
program to leverage. The training community currently has a program that addresses
the desired social, cognitive (dominance), and physical parameters. The program and
its background are described below.

Tactical Combat Casualty Care Training for Readiness and Resilience (TC3-TR2)
is a training program aimed at training members of platoons, squads, medics, and combat
life savers to collectively adapt their tactical decision making while managing Combat
Casualty Care (C3) under highly stressful conditions. Currently, medics and combat life
savers receive their training independent of the unit they are assigned to assist. The goal
of TC3-TR2 is to integrate medic and combat life savers into unit training that will enable
them and the squad to learn how to become resilient and adaptable while dealing with
the C3, tactical, and emotional problems that result when their fellow soldiers succumb
to injuries and casualties. This work was based on a previous effort called Squad Over‐
match (SQOM).

In FY13, Squad Overmatch (SQOM) successfully investigated how to improve
existing training technologies to provide combat realistic exercises and experiences to
reduce Post Traumatic Syndrome (PTS) and potential suicides [13]. Working with the
Army Maneuver Center of Excellence (MCoE) in FY14, the study team developed and
evaluated a SQOM Stress Exposure Training (SET) demonstration and generated
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requirements for building squad situational awareness and stress management skills
[14]. These include team skills, individual skills, and decision skills. SET is a three-
phase training program designed to provide information, skills training, and practice to
enable the warfighter to cope and perform (be resilient) while exposed to combat and
emotional stressors. SET instructional content, delivery, and sequencing are critical to
learning. In the second and third phases of SET, practice takes place under graduated
exposure to stressors [15]. The second phase emphasizes obtaining skills needed for
coping with stress, making decisions under stress, and the adaptability of individuals
and teams. Emotional, social, cognitive, and physiological skills as they relate to
performance are also addressed. The third phase focuses on practicing these skills within
a training scenario that triggers tasks that use those skills. This approach addresses the
social, cognitive, and physical aspects needed to meet our goals.

Leveraging the work in TC3-TR2, will allow a unique opportunity expand the
START process and collect data on resiliency. START will be modified to address the
specific needs of modeling by including traits and Human Abilities (HAs) of a soldier
that allow the soldier to complete the task. Traits often referred to as personality types,
are characteristic patterns of one’s behavior, thought, and emotional response [16]. They
are stable over time, across individuals, and often predictive of an individual’s behavior
to overcome unknown or stressful events. HAs are enduring attributes of the individual
that influence performance [17]. They were developed as part of an umbrella taxonomic
effort attempting to standardize the way human performance is described [18]. Currently
52 HAs exist that are grouped into four categories of cognitive, physical, sensory, and
psychomotor. Affordances will be incorporated as well. Affordances are properties of
the environment, but properties that are scaled to the organism. Affordances are objec‐
tive, physical properties” [19]. This information is important for systems engineers as
they need to understand the impact of redesigning a piece of equipment on the affor‐
dances of the equipment that allow the soldier to do the task. There is some overlap
between affordances and cues. Including both allows us to choose the appropriate one
for a particular task. The new information will be added to the process and assessed.
This will better allow assessment of the capability of a modeling tool to correctly repre‐
sent events for a predicative analysis. Basing the tasks on those performed in the TC3-
TC2 training environment allows us to validate the modifications to START and assess
the gaps in modeling tools. Once the gaps are adequately addressed the model can be
run. The model’s predictions can then be validated against what happened in the training
event. We can then address differences between what the model predicted and what was
actually seen and modify our methodology as necessary.

5 Method for Initial START Analysis

5.1 Identify and Decompose Tasks

The first step was to identify and decompose tasks to the appropriate levels. Efforts were
made to decompose both basic infantry and the additional tasks that a combat life saver
would need to address. Tasks from a previous START effort were incorporated. Tasks
that were part of the TC3 scenario were chosen for further analysis.
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Additionally as part of this step, a human ability analysis was conducted on the tasks
and subtasks to identify what kind of activity the task was (e.g. physical, cognitive,
sensory, or psychomotor). Having this insight helps to scope the identification of neces‐
sary cues, affordances, and constructs in the second step. Measures of Performance
(MOPs) and Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) that can be directly linked back to the
tasks will be determined for both training and modeling needs.

5.2 Establish and Verify Attributes, Affordances, and Cognitive Constructs

The next step will be to establish and verify attributes of the tasks. In past training efforts,
attributes were defined as the sensory cues that triggered or impacted task performance.
Realism in a scenario and simulation is directly related to those attributes [11]. The
previous START effort leveraged had sensory cues already associated with it. They will
be applied as appropriate to the medical tasks.

In addition, START will be modified to look at skills or traits of the soldiers needed
to effectively perform the task. Cognitive skills and processes will be addressed in order
to find way to represent them in models. We will ensure items that may only pertain to
modeling efforts are addressed along the way, as well as the skills or traits of the soldiers
themselves to ensure enough detail to model them later. There will be special emphasis
placed on cognitive and social resilience skills. This will allow incorporation of modi‐
fications into the methodology to answer modeling questions.

This additional information is needed for modeling teams to be able to effectively
model the task and the human. In the case of modeling tools it tells the modeler what
has to be represented and to what fidelity. It also gives them information about whether
the tool could be used as it stands now.

5.3 Criticality Ratings

Previous efforts by the training community had SMEs rate the cues’ criticality to the
tasks. This effort proposes to include affordances, human abilities, and traits in the rating.
The effort will be focused on the criticality of the attributes of the tasks and abilities of
the human required to do a task proficiently that must be modeled correctly in order to
get valid results. The cognitive abilities associated with resilience and decision making
will be emphasized. The MOPs and MOEs will be used to start determining how abilities
impacting resilience etc. could best be represented in the model.

5.4 Capability

Previous efforts by the training community had the SMEs rate training simulators on
how capable they were of representing the critical cues. The modeling community will
work with SMEs to determine a model’s capability to represent critical tasks and the
associated cues, affordances, traits, and human abilities, as well as their associated
MOPS and MOEs necessary to predict performance.
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5.5 Apply Algorithm and Analyze

After verifying that the correct algorithm is being used, it will be applied to determine
the criticality scores for task and for attributes.

5.6 Analyze the Output of the Scores

Capability and criticality allow the systems engineers to focus and prioritize their efforts
in the areas that will provide the biggest impact for the money spent. The team will look
for patterns of gaps to guide them in areas to address. Systems engineers can then develop
options, costs, and recommend courses of action based on the most important areas to
address. This step will guide the engineer’s Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) and start to
show areas where research is needed to populate the models.

6 Collecting Stress and Arousal Data

The next part of the methodology was to determine a way to relate performance and
stress. The task’s Identification (ID) in the live event and START will be used as a
starting point.

Stress is a key component of performance. Therefore, stress must be considered when
identifying the interaction between users and systems. Stress can be defined as a state
produced when stressors tax or exceed and individual’s adaptive resources and is multi‐
faceted, dynamic, and interactive with both psychological and physiological dimensions
[20, 21]. Because of its multifaceted nature, it is important to measure trait and state
psychological and physiological stress during the event of interest. These results can
then be compared to real situations with known values of a stress response.

To identify traits of soldiers, measures of: coping [22], such as problem-focused,
wishful thinking); dealing with uncertainty [23], such as emotional uncertainty, need
for cognition; and trait stress [24], such as anxiety, depression, hostility, positive affect,
and sensation seeking) will be collected. These traits are part of one’s personality that
are considered to be stable over time and are predictive of how a person handles, inter‐
prets, and moderates the effects of a stressful situation. They are collected from the
soldiers during a time not related to any experimentation or testing.

State measures of arousal are assessed to determine the effect of a particular action
or set of actions on one’s stress response. To do so, they are collected at several key
points during the experimentation. Measures of state stress include both the psycho‐
logical and physiological. For instance, psychological measures include one’s self-
confidence to perform well, how they feel in terms of anxiousness, depression, frus‐
tration, positive affect, risk taking and overall negative affect during the event or right
at that moment. Numerous studies over the past 25+ years have reported psycholog‐
ical stress responses to varying levels of stress reported by military personnel during
different types of military events [25, 26]. Through the results of these studies it is
possible to identify low, moderate, and high levels of stress. These psychological
measures have shown high correlations with physiological responses produced by
autonomic nervous system [27, 28].
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Psychophysiological measures are collected through a variety of measures: Elec‐
troencephalogram (EEG); Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI); and
Electrocardiograms (ECG). This ECG system is an unobtrusive wearable device and
continuously records. Measures derived from an ECG include but are not limited to
Inter-Beat-Interval (IBI), Heart Rate (HR), and respiration rate. IBI measures the
peak-to-peak interval of heartbeats, represents vagal tone, and is linked to cognition
[27]. IBI variability reduces compared to baseline indicating cognitive arousal. Heart
rate is the number of heart beats occur in a minute. This measure increases when the
body is experiencing physical stress and shows to be the reverse of IBI. Both IBI and
HR are controlled by the respiration rate. HR will increase briefly during inhale and
decrease briefly during exhale. This then influences the distance between the peaks
of beats in the HR.

Another psychophysiological measure is salivary alpha amylase (α-Amylase). α-
Amylase is produced in the salivary glands in response to circulating epinephrine and
norepinephrine. The nature of α-Amylase lends to a solid measure of acute stress because
it is activated and returns to normal quickly. Salivary amylase concentrations are predic‐
tive of plasma catecholamine levels and can be used as a measure of stress [28]. Meas‐
urement of amylase concentration in saliva includes the observation of chemical color
changes according to standard photometric procedures developed by Andrology Labs
and Northwestern University. This measurement is a quantifiable physiological meas‐
urement of stress arousal. Saliva samples are collected by placing a 1” × 1” square
sponge in your mouth or spitting directly into a specimen vial.

All these measures will provide an understanding of how the human is responding
to the interaction with the event, system, or training. By understanding this interaction
practitioners can take into account where an event, system or training is responsible for
too high a level of arousal resulting decrements in performance or mission failure.

7 Conclusion

The Army Systems Engineering community currently falls short to adequately and
accurately define and characterize tasks and skills of soldiers within an operational
environment in a way that would allow SEs to use the information and correctly represent
the human within a systems engineering architecture. This representation can be used
for training purposes, designing new equipment, or as a baseline for modeling efforts.
Developing this tool through collaboration between the modeling and training commun‐
ities significantly benefits the Army by developing and demonstrating a front end tool
that can be used for training and system development to reduce requirements creep. The
methodology can feed many Systems Engineering activities and definition of the rela‐
tionship between the Soldier, Task and Equipment allows them to be addressed early
on when changes are still possible. It will augment the training effectiveness enterprise
efforts to determine ways to assess system requirements as well as MOPs and MOEs
that are appropriate for analysis of training. These will directly impact modeling and
system development efforts. A new tool will help researchers decompose Mission
Essential Tasks (METs) into task and soldier attributes necessary to trigger task
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completion. These can be used in system development to ensure a change doesn’t nega‐
tively impact the soldier. It also provides a baseline of the capabilities of modeling tools
for predictive analysis. In addition, tasks and attributes are rated for importance and
fidelity thus giving SEs information for AoAs to upgrade or modify equipment or
models. It will provide a baseline to make tradeoff analysis.
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